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1. Introduction.
Let 12be the unit (k— l)-dimensional
sphere in Euclidean
&-space, k^3, and let 5= zZn=i Yn(x) be a series of surface spherical harmonics defined on 12with Yn(x) = 0(ra") uniformly for x on 12,(3^0. To S can
be associated a Riemann function, F(x) = zZn-i (~ l)"^^)
[n(n+p)]~™,
where w is the smallest integer greater than (j3+ l)/2 and p = k —2. We then
show in this paper that if F(x) is of class C2w on a domain 77 of ft, 5 is uniformly (C, a) summable, a>p + 2w, to AwF(x) in any domain 7?i whose closure is contained in the interior of 7>, where A" = A(A'"~1) and A is the Laplace
operator on 12.
This result extends to spheres the localization theorems obtained by

Riemann and Zygmund for the circle [3, p. 286; 4].
2. Definitions and notation. X will always designate
= p/2

and P£ will designate

the Gegenbauer

the value (k —2)/2
(ultra-spherical)
polynomials

defined by the equation
oo

(1 - 2r cos 0 + r*)~* = zZ P«(cos 0)r".
n=0

With

the help of these functions,

integrable
equation

on 12 a sequence

I

we can associate

of surface

spherical

to every function

harmonics

Yn(x) = r(X)(2xX+1f'(ra + X) fpn[(x,

by means

f(x)
of the

y)]f(y)dQ(y)

where dil(y) is the natural (^ — 1)-dimensional
volume element on 12 and
where (x,y) is the inner product, that is if x = (£i, • • • , £*) and y = (171, ■ • • , nk)

then (x, y)=£i??i+

• • • +£*?;*.

As shown in [2, Chapter ll], rnYH(x) gives rise to an homogeneous harmonic polynomial of degree n in Euclidean &-space, Ek. We define S[f]
= zZn-o Yn(x) and call this the Fourier series of surface harmonics associated

to/.
We shall denote the spherical

O^h^w,

cap with center x0 and curvilinear

radius h,

by D(xo, h), that is
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D(x0, h) = {x, (x, Xo) ^ cos h).

F(x) will be said to be of class C2win the interior of D(x0, h), 0<h<ir/2,
ii the following holds: Select a rectangular
coordinate system in Ek so that
every point £ in Ek is described by the &-tuple £ = (£1, ■••,£*)
and so that in
particular x0 = (l, 0, ■ • • , 0). Then with |£ 2= £i + • • • +£*, we have the
interior of D(x0, h)=D'(xa,
h) described by £, |£|2=1
and £i>cosAj,
and
F(x) =F(£i, ■ • • , £t) for x = £ in D'(x0, h). F(x) is then said to be in class C2w

in D'(x0, h) if G(fc, • ■ ■, «-*[(l-g--£*):/2,

6, • • • , 6b] is in class

C2t° in the interior of the (&—2)-dimensional
sphere £2+ • ' • +£*<sin2/i.
If F(x) is in class C2win D'(x0, h), then it is easily seen that the function
/(£) =/X£i|?|_\
' • " . £*|£|-1) is in class C2win the interior of the upper half-

cone defined by {£, £i> |i-| cos h\. If w^l,

we define AF(x) = |if| 2V2/(£)where

V2 is the Laplace operator in the space coordintes and x=£| £|_1 is in D'(x0, h).
It is to be noticed that since V2 is invariant with respect to any rectangular
coordinate system in Ek so is A when the origin is fixed. It is clear that for any
ray in the interior of the above upper half-cone |£| 2V2/(£) is independent of
the distance from the origin, but the exact motivation
for using this expression as the definition of AF(x) can be seen from the form of V2 when expressed
in terms of a spherical coordinate system [2, p. 235]. In particular,
using the
spherical coordinate system described in [2, p. 233], if x0 is the first pole of
the spherical coordinate system and F(x) is a function of (x0, x) which is in
class C2 in D'(xo, h) then for x in D'(xo, h)—Xo,
AF(x) = FMl(cos 8i) + p cot 0iF9l(cos $x).

F(x) will be said to be of class C2w on a domain D of £2 if F(x) is of class
C2w in the interior of every D(x0, h) contained in D with 0<h<ir/2.
In particular if 7q(x) and F2(x) are two functions which are in class C2 on Q, then it

is not difficult to show that Green's second identity

\ Fi(x)AF2(x)dn(x)

holds, i.e.

= | Fi(x)AFi(x)dQ(x).

When we write zZ iT=oF„(x) is a series of surface spherical harmonics, it will
be understood that each Yn(x) is either a surface spherical harmonic of order
n or a function identically zero on fl.
By the terminology
yjT.n Yn(x) is (C, a) summable, we shall mean the
usual Cesa.ro summability defined for example in [3, Chapter 3]. The symbol

A", a^O, will be defined by the relation JZn=oA°xn=(l —x)-"'1.
A0 will be interpreted as the identity operator.
3. Statement of main result. If Y.(x) is a surface spherical harmonic, it is
well known that AYn(x) = —n(n-\-p) Y„(x). As mentioned in the introduction
if 5= z^n°=i Yn(x) with Yn(x) =0(n$), 0^0, uniformly for x on fi, the function
F(x)= "SZn-i ( —1)WF„(«)[n(n+p)]~w
is continuous
on the (k — l)-sphere,
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where w is the smallest integer greater than (/3+ l)/2, since the series converges uniformly on 12. Furthermore
it is clear that F(x) is the formal wth
anti-Laplacian
of 5. We shall consequently
call F the Riemann function

associated with S.
We shall prove the following theorem:

Theorem.
Let S= zZ"=i Fn(x) be a series of surface spherical harmonics
with Yn(x) =0(n&), P = 0, uniformly for x on 12. Let F be the Riemann function
associated with S. Then if F is of class C2won a domain D contained on 12, 5 is
uniformly (C, a) summable, a>p+2w,
to AWFin every closed domain contained

in D.
4. Fundamental
lemmas. Before proving the main result we shall first
prove some lemmas, the first several dealing with one-dimensional
trigonometric series.
Lemma 1. Let Qi(%) be an odd polynomial and Q2(£) oe an even polynomial
without a constant term. Suppose that Qi is of degree j and Q2 is of degree j+1

Then for h>0 and a>j,
(a) zZm=o Qi(2m + 1) sin (2m + l)0 is uniformly

(C, a) summable to zero for

h = d^ir-h.
(b) zZ%=oQi(m) cos md is uniformly

(C, a+1)

summable

to zero for

h^9^2ir-h.
To prove (a), by induction
it is clearly sufficient to show that
zZm~o (2?ra+ l)' sin (2w + l)0 is uniformly (C, a) summable to zero for 0 in
[h, tv —h]. With no loss of generality, we assume that_/'<«<;'+1/2.
Let X(0)
be the

localizing

function

for the

intervals

[h/2,

ir — h/2]

and

[h, tr — h],

that is the function which is one in the latter interval and zero outside the
former interval mod 2ir and is in class C00.Then setting F(6) = —ir/8 [(0 —tt/2)2
— (ir/2)2] for 0^0^x,
making it odd in the interval [ —ir, ir], and continuing
it periodically of period 2ir over the real line, we have that the Fourier series

of F is given by S[F]= JZZ-o (2w+ l)-3sin (2rai+ l)0. Then by [4, p. 101]
n

JZ (2w+ l)'sin(2w+
(1)

V'

"-0

1)0
C'~hn

_ (_l)(i+«/*(2x)-1 I

V

Jm

d>+*Tsin (2ra + 1)(0 - l)/2~\

F(/)X(0 --—-—

dl>+*L sin (0-0/2

\dt

J

is uniformly (C, a) summable to zero for 0 in [h/2, ir —h/2].
But the integral in (1) represents a constant multiple of the rath partial
sum of the Fourier series of the function d,+i[F(6)\(d)]/dd'+3
and consequently converges to zero uniformly for 0 in [h,ir —h]. (a) of the lemma then

follows from (1) and this last fact.
(b) follows in a manner similar to (a) except for F(x), we use the continuous function whose Fourier series is given by zZm-i m~z cos mxLicense or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Lemma 2. With 2\ —p,j a non-negative integer and h>0,
series

(a)

the trigonometric

JZ (2« + P)Hn + p)] 'Pn(l) sin (2n + p)0
n—0

*5 uniformly (C, a), a>p+2j,

(b)

summable to zero for 6 in [h,ir—h] with p odd.

zZ (2» + P) [n(n + #) ] *P*(1)cos (n + X)0

t's uniformly (C, a), a>p-\-2j,

summable to zero for 0 in [h, 2ir —h] with p even.

We prove (a) by means of Lemma 1 part (a); (b) follows in a similar
manner from Lemma 1 part (b).
Let us suppose first that p is odd and 2:3. Then since P„(l) =K(n+p
—l)
■ ■ • (w + 1) where 72 is a constant independent of n, to prove (a) it is sufficient to show that the series
00

ZZ

(2» + p) [(2m + p)2 - p2]'(n + p - 1) •••(»+

1) sin (2n + p)8

n— (p-l)/2

is (C, a) uniformly

summable to zero for 0 in [h, x —h], or what is the same
thing that the series with q = (p —l)/2.
00

(2)

JZ (2n + 1) [(2n + l)2 - p*]''irt-q+i(n + i) sin (2» + 1)0
n-0

is (C, a) uniformly summable to zero for 0 in [h, ir —h].
But by Lemma 1 part (a), to show that (2) holds it is sufficient
that there is an odd polynomial Qi of degree 2j-\-p such that

to show

Qi(2n + 1) = (2» + 1)[(2n + 1)*- /] xL-*fi(» + *)•
This last fact follows on observing

that

xL-9+i(» + *) = 2-JV-_.[(2« + l)2 - (2i - l)2].
So part (a) is proved when p ^ 3.
If p = l, T'n(l) =1 and the series involved

in part

(a) is

00

4-' J2 (2m+ 1)[(2« + l)2 - 1]' sin (In + 1)0
n-0

and the proof follows immediately from Lemma 1, part (a).
As mentioned earlier, similar considerations
involving Lemma 1, part (b),
will prove part (b) of the present lemma, which proof we now regard as com-

plete.
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the integral 1(6)= fgj'2(cos6 —cos 2t)~ll2dt is uni-

formly bounded for 6 in the interval h^9<ir.

Let us suppose from the start that h<ir/\.
Then using the trigonometric
identity for the difference of two cosines, transforming
the integral to one
over the interval [0, ir], and using the fact that sin t^2t/ir for O^t^ir/2,
we
obtain

(3)

7(0) g Tr1'^-3'2 f (tJ e
Suppose

h^d^w/2.

0)-1/2[sin (B + t)/2]-UHl.

Then it follows from the concavity

of the sine curve

that
(4)

7(0) ^ 7r"2(23sin h)~1'2 f

Suppose 7r/2g0<7r. Then for d^Kir,
fore, obtain from (3) that

(5)

(t-

d)-v2dt ^ Mh.

sin (6+t)/2^ir-l(ir-6).

7(0) g 2-1x(7r - 0)-1'2 f

J)

We, there-

(t - ey^dt.

The conclusion to the lemma then follows from (4) and (5).
If 5= zZn~o Yn(x) is a series of surface spherical harmonics, by AWS with
w a non-negative
integer, we shall mean the series that one obtains from S
by formally applying the operator Aw, that is
co

oo

A"S = zZ^wYn(x) = zZ (~l)w[n(n + p)»]Yn(x).
n=0

We next introduce

n—0

the important

series of surface

spherical

harmonics,

oo

(6)

rt0 = E(«

+ x)p"[(*0, *)]

n=0

and prove the following key lemma:

Lemma 4. For 0<h<ir,
(C, a) summable to zero, a>p

the series [l-(x0,
x)2]Cp-1)/2Awr^ is uniformly
+ 2w,for all x such that (x0, x) ^cos h.

From (6), using Xo as the first pole of a spherical coordinate
we see that the lemma will be proved if we can show that

system on 12,

/r,X(cos 0) = JZ (sin 6)P~\j(j + p)]w(2j + p)p](cos 8)A"n.i

(7)

= o(n") uniformly for 0 in [h, ir].

To do this, let us first suppose that p is odd and h^6<T.
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[2, p. 177], we have that

P^cos 8) = 72x7\(l)(sin 0)1~" I
sin (2n + p)t(cos 8 - cos 2t)*~1dt
J e/i
where 72"xis a constant

(8)

depending

on X. We then see from (7) that

/r'a'X(cos 8) = 72x J

Fr'a'X(/)(cos8 - cos 2tf~ldt

J e/i

where VT*{t) = IZU P^(l){jU+P)]a(V+P)A^-jSm(2n+p)t.But for
h^9<ir

the absolute

value of the expression

on the right side of (8) is major-

ized by
>i

72x|

max

I

to,or,A

| Vn

I

I

(8) \ I

0 in [ft/2,x/2]

(cos 8 - cos 2t)

| /n

dt.

J en

By Lemma 3, the integral in (9) is uniformly
conclude from (7), (8), and (9) and the continuity
is a constant K\,h such that for h^d^ir
(10)

A—1

(cos 8) | g 72x,»

max

bounded for h^6<ir.
We
of f^,a,x(cosd) that there

| Fn

(0) .

Sin [A/2,r/21

By Lemma

2, however,

F",a,x(0) = o(»a) uniformly

in the interval

h/2 ^0

^x/2. Consequently
we see from (10) that the desired result in (7) is established and the lemma is proved in all cases for which p is odd.
Let us now suppose that p is even and h^8<ir.
integral representation
we have that

P^cos 0) = 72xP»(l)(sin 0)1_P |

Then

using

Mehler's

cos (n + X)i(cos 0 - cos tf~*dt

where 72x is a constant depending on X. Proceeding as in the case with p odd,
we obtain that there is a positive constant 72x,a such that for h^dfZir,

(11)

| /^(cos

0) | ^ 72x,„ max

| u'^'iO)

|

fl in [h,x]

where

c/:,x,a(0) = i: p)(d[j(j+#)]"(2i+/»)
By Lemma

2, part

(b), c7"'"'x(0) =o(«a)

cos (n + x)0^:_;.

uniformly

for h^d^ir

clude from (11) that the desired result in (7) is established,
cludes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 5. Let 0<hi<h2<w.

and we con-

which fact con-

Let Fi(x) be a bounded measurable function on

0 which is equal to zero in D(xa, hi). Then for x in D(x0, hi), AwS[Fi]
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formly summable (C, a) to zero, a>p+2w.

Setting
(12)

A\:X[(x,y)]

=±(-l)W(j

+ \)[j(J+P)}WAan-iPn[(x,y)]/A:

J-O

we have from Lemma 4 that for every h>0, there is a function Mh(n) which
is independent of x and which tends to zero as ra tends to infinity such that

for y in 12—D(x, h)
(13)

\ [1 - (x, y)Y~WAcranX[(x,

y)]\

^ Mh(n).

To prove the lemma we observe that the (C, a) sum of rank ra of A^SfT7]

is given by

(14)

7CXCFi(y)AWo-°nX[(x,
y)]dV(y)
J Si

where K\ is a constant

depending

on X. We also observe that for x in D(x0, hi),

Fi(y) =0 for all y in D(x, ht) where h3= 2 arc sin [sin hi/2— sin hi/2]. Letting
K' designate the bound of |7\(y)|
on 12, we consequently
absolute value of the expression in (14) is majorized by

(15)

KXK'f

J a-D(x,h,)

Mh3(n)f

that

the

in (15) in turn is majorized

by

| A'V°'X[(x,y)]\dU(y)

for x in 7>(x0, hi). But from (13) the integral

(16)

obtain

[1- (x, y)Y^,2dQ(y)
~DlXM

= Mhz(n)2irX+m\y(\
(For the calculation

+ -X\

f

(sin d)l~P(sin d)"de.

in (16) see [2, pp. 233 and 234].)

Since Mks(n) tends to zero as re tends to infinity, we obtain from (14), (15),
and (16) that for x in D(xo, hi), AwS[Fi] is uniformly (C, a) summable to zero,
which is the desired result.
Given two spherical caps, D(x0, hi) and D(x0, h3), with 0<hi<hz<ir,
we
shall call yp(x) a localizing function for these caps if $(x) is in class Ca on 12
and if ip(x) equals one for x in D(x0, hi) and equals zero for x in 12—D(x, hi).

Lemma 6. Let S= zZn=i F„(x) be a series of surface spherical harmonics
with Yn(x) =0(nP), /3^0. Let F(x) be the Riemann function associated with S
and let \p(x) be a localizing function for the spherical caps D(x0, hi) and
D(x0, hi) with 0<hi<h3<ir.
Then the series S—AwS[\pF] is uniformly (C, a)
summable

to zero in the cap D(x0, hi) where 0<hi<hi
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To prove this lemma set Pi(x) =F(x) —\p(x)F(x). Then by Lemma 5, the
proof to the present lemma will be complete as soon as we show that
S—AwS[\pF]

=AwS[Fi].

To accomplish

this fact all we need show is that

for

M^l,

Yn(x) - 72x(m+ X)AWf Pn[(x, y)]+(x)F(y)dQ(y)

= 72x(m
+ \)Awf Pl[(x,y)][F(y)- My)F(y)]dQ(y)
where 72x = r(X) [2x*+1]_1, or what is the same thing that Yn(x) =Kx(n+X)Aw
'faPn[(x, y)]F(y)d£l(y).
But this last fact follows immediately from the manner in which F(x) has been constructed from S; so the proof to the lemma is

complete.
5. Proof of the theorem.

By the Heine-Borel theorem, to prove the theorem it is clearly sufficient to show that if Z>(x0, hi) is contained in D, then S
is uniformly (C, a) summable to AwPfor x in D(x0, hi). In order to show this fact
we proceed as follows: Given 7?(xo, hi) contained in D, we introduce two more
spherical caps D(x0, h) and D(x0, h3) with 0<hi<hi<h3<ir
and D(x0, h3)
contained in D. Letting ^(x) be a localizing function in class C°° on Q for
D(x0, h) and D(x0, h3), we observe that \p(x)F(x) is a function in class
C2w on 12. Furthermore
applying
Green's
second identity
w-times to

JaP„[(x, y)][4>(y)F(y)]dQ(y), we obtain that ArStyF] = S[A"(jpF)]. Now
Aw(\j/F) is a continuous

function

on 0. Therefore

S[Aw(\pF] is (C, -n), v>p, uniformly
on D(xa, h2), we obtain in particular

as is well-known

[l],

summable
to Aw(\pF) on Q. Since ^=1
that, S[Aw(\f/F)] is (C, a) summable to

AWF, uniformly for x in D(x0, hi).
We next obtain from Lemma 6, that

5 - A'"5[^P] = S - S[A"(fF)]
is uniformly (C, a) summable to zero for x in D(x0, hi) and therefore from the
above discussion that 5 is uniformly (C, a) summable to A^P for x in D(xa, hi),
which fact concludes the proof of the theorem.
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